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Together with the electrification of vehicles, the provision
of cooperative, connected, and automated mobility (CCAM)
services is a prominent recent trend in the automotive sector.
Upcoming car models will be able to exchange messages
between themselves and with road traffic authorities by means
of vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication – in particular,
leveraging mobile network technologies for the so-called
cellular V2X (C-V2X) paradigm [1]. Moreover, (part of) such
exchanged messages will be processed as a whole in, e.g.,
edge computing servers, in order to generate a global vision of
the state of a given road stretch. CCAM services will exploit
vehicular information transport and processing to implement
complex maneuvers in a (semi)automatic manner by interacting
with the in-car network.

The undeniable benefits of CCAM services should be cou-
pled with their security, though. Proper protection mechanisms
of V2X communication as well as of edge processing must be
put in place with the ultimate scope of ensuring the security of
car’s critical functions such as e.g., driver assistance, collision
warning, and automatic emergency braking. As a matter of fact,
according to the ongoing discussions in the European Union
(EU) and United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
(UNECE), all new vehicle models will be approved only if they
fulfill the cybersecurity requirements of the General Safety
Regulation1 starting July 6, 2022.

In this article, we will overview the major standards in terms
of automotive security specifications, specifically focusing on
those related to the external connectivity of cars. Moreover,
since not all threats may be caught at a specification level,
we will perform a qualitative security assessment of safety-
related CCAM services featured by the EU-funded project
5G-CARMEN, with the final aim of highlighting the delicate
interplay between functional and security requirements.

SECURE CCAM: A STANDARDIZATION OVERVIEW

We can identify three critical domains for the security of
CCAM services: i) the in-car networking, ii) the external
connectivity, and iii) the treatment of vehicular data.
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Why Is In-Car Networking at Risk?

The internal network of a vehicle typically leverages a
Controller Area Network (CAN) bus that connects various
electronic control units (ECUs), each one managing a given
functional subsystem. In-car networks were not designed
originally as open systems, thus they do not provide adequate
protection against external threats. Whenever an on-board
unit (OBU) providing external connectivity for i) wireless
communication and ii) positioning is connected to the CAN bus,
the in-car network potentially becomes subject to a plethora
of new security threats. Let us mention the case of a car
manufacturer that wants to perform over-the-air (OTA) updates
to the embedded software of its vehicles: in case of cyber-
attacks, the vehicle software as a whole could be affected.
Thus, configuring gateways and firewalls to shield the internal
network of sensors and actuators from external threats is a
priority for the automotive industry.

In this context, the aforementioned General Safety Regulation
represents the landmark for the in-car cybersecurity. Two new
regulations in the framework of the General Safety Regulation
are being discussed within the UNECE at the time of writing:
the first one is on the cybersecurity management system,2

the second one on remote software updates.3 The related
technical specifications will be mostly based on standards
by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), especially
[2], which specifies the requirements for cybersecurity risk
management for road vehicles, their components and interfaces,
throughout engineering (e.g., concept, design, development),
production, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning. In
this way, a regulatory framework that includes the require-
ments for a cybersecurity process and a common language
for communicating and managing cybersecurity risk among
stakeholders will be clearly defined.

We observe that [2] applies to road vehicles that include
electrical and electronic systems, their interfaces and their
communications, but it does not prescribe specific technologies
or solutions related to cybersecurity. In other words, whether
such cybersecurity requirements are satisfied or not is up to
the technologies that are actually leveraged to implement the

2Proposal for a new UN Regulation on uniform provisions concerning the
approval of vehicles with regard to cybersecurity and of their cybersecurity
management systems. Available online at https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/
DAM/trans/doc/2020/wp29grva/GRVA-06-19r1e.pdf

3Proposal for a new UN Regulation on uniform provisions concerning the ap-
proval of vehicles with regard to software update processes and of software up-
date management systems. Available online at https://wiki.unece.org/download/
attachments/87624569/ECE-TRANS-WP29-GRVA-2020-04e.docx?api=v2
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various components of the in-car network, comprising the
external connectivity modules. Thus, all the players involved
in the generation, exchange, and life-cycle management of
vehicular data – car manufacturers, road traffic authorities, and
mobile network operators (MNOs) – should work together to
implement a secure communication and computing platform,
again following the appropriate standards to foster interoper-
ability.

Standards for Secure External Communication

Being the in-car network not designed to foster the coop-
erativeness among vehicles, it is crucial to intercept external
security threats as much as possible before they reach the
in-car network, adopting a defense-in-depth approach. In
particular, here we focus on the external connectivity modules
for vehicle communication, neglecting those involved in vehicle
positioning. The vehicles exploit the communication modules to
periodically exchange information regarding, e.g., position and
speed, or event-triggered warnings reporting, e.g., car accidents
or adverse climatic conditions, with other vehicles or road
traffic authorities.

ETSI ITS Security: The Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)
technical committee of the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) is in charge of standardizing the
V2X communication in the EU. The ETSI ITS communication
architecture [3] defines both the vehicles and the road-side
units (RSUs) as peer ITS stations (ITS-Ss) communicating
via the ETSI ITS communication protocol stack (shown in
blue in Fig. 1), which features three layers: access, networking
and transport, and facilities. Based on the security services for
ITS-Ss identified in [4], an ETSI ITS communication security
architecture and the related security management procedures
have been specified in [5]. Two security management authorities
are defined in the ETSI ITS public key infrastructure (PKI):

1) the enrollment authority (EA), which is in charge of the
life-cycle management of enrollment credentials, and

2) the authorization authority (AA), responsible for issuing,
monitoring, and withdrawing authorization tickets.

The EA manages long-term certificates for identification and
accountability of an ITS-S (i.e., the enrollment certificates),
allowing the bearer to apply for short-term, anonymized
certificates (pseudonyms) for V2X communication (i.e., the
authorization tickets) from the AA. After obtaining the autho-
rization ticket, an ITS-S can securely start exchanging ITS
messages, e.g., cooperative awareness messages (CAMs) and
decentralized environmental notification messages (DENM).

3GPP Network Security: As shown in Fig. 1, the ETSI
ITS communication protocol stack relies on other wireless
communication standards for the implementation of the access
layer. While originally the IEEE 802.11p standard (G5 radio
interface) was leveraged, since a few years Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) radio access technologies represent
a valid alternative. Two radio interfaces are available for C-
V2X: i) the long-range Uu interface for vehicle-to-network
(V2N) communication, and ii) the short-range PC5 interface for
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)

Fig. 1. Interworking between the ETSI ITS communication protocol stack (in
blue) and the 3GPP protocol stack (in light blue), which implements the access
layer providing long-range (Uu) and short-range (PC5) wireless connectivity.
The ISO OSI protocol stack is shown as reference in grey. C-V2X access layer
is alternative to ETSI ITS G5. In green, we have the security management.

communication. While the former provides end-to-end, IP-
based communication between ITS-Ss or between a ITS-S and
the ITS infrastructure back-end through the mobile network
infrastructure [6], the latter complements it by providing an
alternative, non-interoperable short-range connectivity to G5.
The operational mode of the PC5 radio interface is either
configured by the network or self-configuring. In the following,
we will refer to C-V2X technologies only, remaining agnostic
about the PC5 configuration modes.

As far as the security of 3GPP systems is concerned,
built-in authentication, authorization, identity management,
data integrity, and privacy are provided to traditional user
equipments (UEs) (e.g., smartphones) by both the current
fourth-generation Evolved Packet System (EPS) [7] and the
upcoming 5G System (5GS) [8]. Moreover, further security
requirements are defined for C-V2X communication, thus for
ITS-S-type UEs [9]. In particular, 3GPP networks shall provide
i) a means for the MNO to authorize or even pre-authorize a UE
to perform V2X communication, ii) integrity protection of the
transmission for a C-V2X application, and iii) pseudonymity
and privacy of a UE using the C-V2X application.

US DoT SCMS: The United States Department of Trans-
portation (US DoT) has been coordinating the efforts towards
a PKI-based message security solution for V2V and V2I com-
munications called Security Credentials Management System
(SCMS).4 Authorized vehicles use digital certificates to ensure
authenticity and integrity of exchanged basic safety messages,
which are supposed to contain no personal data to guarantee
privacy.5 Besides, the SCMS will implement a Misbehavior
Authority which will collect misbehavior reports generated by
vehicles.6 After enough reports are received, the Misbehavior

4https://www.its.dot.gov/resources/scms.htm
5https://www.its.dot.gov/factsheets/pdf/Privacyfactsheet.pdf
6https://www.its.dot.gov/factsheets/pdf/CVSCMS.pdf
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Authority will add the corresponding certificate to a certificate
revocation list (CRL) and distribute them to all vehicles.

Some issues still need to be addressed. For instance, the
SCMS provides that each vehicle should receive 20 certificates
each week, which rotate every 5 minutes for maintaining
privacy. However, managing so many certificates entails
challenges such as distribution and maintenance of large CRLs
and the possibility of Sybil attacks by malicious vehicles.

Treatment of Vehicular Data at the Edge Servers

While the previous communication standards enable a
secure exchange of messages among ITS-Ss, the life-cycle
management of vehicular data should also be taken into
account, especially when a given CCAM service exploits a
computing unit to process vehicular data. In case of low-latency
applications, such a unit may have either an edge computing
server co-located with the RSU or an ETSI multi-access edge
computing (MEC) compliant server co-located with the 3GPP
mobile network. In the latter scenario, multiple solutions allow
tapping into the IP traffic from the UE [10]. Moreover, ad-hoc
security measures are being specified to provide the users,
the MNO, the CCAM application provider, the application
developer, the content provider, and the platform vendor with a
secure environment for the execution of CCAM services [11].

Summary

For the readers’ convenience, in Tab. I we provide a brief
description of the six communication security management
service categories specified by ETSI ITS (i.e., enrollment,
authorization, accountability, remote management, misbehavior
reporting, identity management), along with the additional
security features provided by the C-V2X access layer and the
MEC platforms. Moreover, a graphical depiction of the relation
between the involved players and the various technology
enablers is outlined in Fig. 2.

A BOTTOM-UP APPROACH FOR CCAM SECURITY
ASSESSMENT

Despite the above-mentioned standards define a landmark for
CCAM security, various details are usually not standardized and
left to vendor implementation. In these cases, some unexpected
security flaws may emerge, thus causing vulnerabilities that
could affect the end-to-end vehicular communication system.
For these reasons, a careful preliminary security assessment of
each CCAM service should be carried out, as not all threats
may have been caught both at a standardization level and
development level.

In the following, we will follow a bottom-up approach in
which we analyze some real CCAM services to identify their
security threats and derive the possible countermeasures. The
analyzed services are taken from one of the Horizon 2020
initiatives funded by the EU, i.e., the 5G-CARMEN project7,
which has been developing a communication and computing
platform to enable CCAM services along the Bologna-Munich
highway corridor crossing Italy, Austria, and Germany. The

7https://5gcarmen.eu/

5G-CARMEN CCAM platform employs different enabling
technologies, such as 3GPP C-V2X transceivers and multi-
domain orchestration, to implement four 5GS-enabled CCAM
services: i) cooperative maneuvering, ii) situation awareness,
iii) video streaming, and iv) green driving. The former two
are safety-related services, that is, they aim at enhancing
the awareness of status and intents among ITS-Ss (e.g., by
making vehicles aware of road hazards or maneuver intents by
other vehicles [5]) and have a strict relation with the safety
of involved V2X users (e.g., by preventing car crashes). On
the other hand, the latter two are non-safety-related CCAM
services, concerned about enriching the passengers’ experience
(e.g., by providing seamless in-car entertainment). Although
the security assessment is noteworthy for all CCAM services,
here we focus only on safety-related ones, because these are
characterized by a more tricky interplay among security and
functional requirements.

Cooperative Maneuvering

In cooperative maneuvering services, each vehicle optimizes
its trajectory by exchanging CAMs (containing, e.g., direction
and speed) with other vehicles via C-V2X and combining
this knowledge with precise positioning and information about
aggregate traffic conditions. In particular, 5G-CARMEN has
been implementing a cooperative lane merging (CLM) service,
in which the gaps between vehicles in a cluster are managed
in such a way that a vehicle that intends to move into a lane
occupied by other vehicles can complete the maneuver safely
and efficiently. This CCAM service is implemented by an edge
application that monitors the road traffic trends as well as the
intentions of the car drivers along a given road stretch: if the
conditions are considered safe, the vehicles traveling along
that stretch are informed via long-range Uu communication
that they can perform CLM. The specific maneuver indications
can be generated by the edge application itself and transmitted
along with the maneuver authorization (centralized approach),
otherwise, such indications can be negotiated within each
cluster of vehicles, exploiting short-range PC5 communication
(decentralized approach).

Situation Awareness

In situation awareness services, the car drivers are informed
about nearby dangerous situations in order to increase their
own safety. In this context, 5G-CARMEN has identified two
variants to be implemented.

1) With back-situation awareness (BSA), each driver is
notified of the expected time of arrival of an emergency
vehicle, e.g., an ambulance or a police car, so that he/she
can minimize road obstruction by proactively creating an
emergency corridor.

2) With vehicle sensors and state sharing (VSSS), an in-
advance awareness about adverse weather conditions or
other detected road hazards is provided to drivers by vehi-
cles ahead, the road infrastructure, and/or the network, thus
merging information originating from different sources in
the relevant area.
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Fig. 2. A graphical mapping of the ETSI ITS communication security functional model [5, §5.3] against the players and technology enablers involved in
C-V2X. In this example, the sending (receiving) ITS-S is a vehicle (RSU) equipped with C-V2X module. Through the reference points S3 and S2 the vehicle
can apply for enrollment credentials and authorization tickets from the ITS infrastructure, respectively. Once it is admitted in the ITS system, it can perform
V2N communication through the Uu interface towards CCAM services (hosted either in the remote or in the edge cloud) or distant vehicles. Moreover, through
the PC5 interface, the vehicle can perform V2V/V2I communication towards vehicles in proximity/RSUs.

For both services, an edge application is exploited to dispatch
the warning messages to the affected vehicles exploiting either
V2V/V2I (PC5) communication or V2N (Uu) communication.

FUNCTIONAL AND SECURITY REQUIREMENTS OF
SAFETY-RELATED CCAM SERVICES

Each CCAM service entails specific functional requirements
as well as security requirements, which influence each other.
Moreover, the same requirement may have a different relevance
across services, thus the interplay between functional and
security requirements depends on the service. In the following,
for each safety-related CCAM service, we briefly outline its
critical functional requirements8 and we specify the behavior
of the six security service categories provided in Tab. I in terms
of required security mechanisms (i.e., security requirements).
Finally, we discuss the interplay between the functional
requirements and the identified security requirements.

CLM Analysis

Functional Requirements: managing cooperative maneuvers
requires frequent and precise input data from the involved
vehicles (i.e., CAM containing position, speed, and inten-
tion) and fast elaboration of such data (e.g., by a scalable
infrastructure in case of road stretches with dense traffic).
Furthermore, a CLM poses a strict requirement on message
reliability and latency, to prevent the exchange of aged vehicular
data/maneuver indications.

8See, e.g., “5G-CARMEN Use Cases and Requirements,” Deliverable 2.1,
May 2019. Available online at https://5gcarmen.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/
03/5G CARMEN D2.1 FINAL.pdf

Security Requirements: as for enrollment, the cryptographic
material (e.g., secret keys) used to guarantee confidentiality
and integrity of communications toward EA shall be stored in
tamper-proof secure in-car memory elements. Anyway, CRLs
containing the PKI certificates of misbehaving ITS-Ss shall be
kept up to date and quickly spread within the ITS infrastructure
to prevent attacks from tampered/rogue ITS-Ss, which can
be extremely harmful for a safety-critical CCAM service
such as CLM. Also, countermeasures to physical attacks (e.g.,
vandalism) shall be addressed for preserving the dependability
of the CLM service.

Regarding authorization, all involved vehicles shall obtain
an “advanced CAM authorization” from the AA in order to
interact with the CLM application in the edge server. The
access control policy is attribute-based, and it mainly considers
vehicles’ location (i.e., authorization tickets shall authorize
access to the closest CLM application instance only) and
capabilities (e.g., sensors equipment [5]). The integrity of
authorization tickets shall be preserved through cryptography
(e.g., digital signatures). Privacy is based on the use of (valid
and not expired) pseudonyms. However, the provisioning
of pseudonyms to vehicles by AAs shall balance privacy
requirements (e.g., vehicles untraceability) against possible
misuses (e.g., Sybil attacks [12]). Confidentiality and integrity
of communications toward AAs shall be preserved as well.

With regard to accountability, beside integrity, cryptography
shall guarantee also the non-repudiation property on messages
exchanged within the CLM service. Forensics (e.g., after a car
crash) requires the possibility to resolve the pseudonym(s) used
by an ITS-S. However, only relevant authorities (e.g., the police)
shall be capable of linking a pseudonym to the vehicle [12].
Also, since accountability implies the retention of pseudo-
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anonymized and personal data, the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR)9 (e.g., data minimization principle, policy
on data retention [13, §4]) shall be considered. According to
the GDPR, cryptography also plays a crucial role to protect
user personal data (e.g., position and identity) transported in
messages routinely exchanged by CCAM services. Additionally,
cryptographic solutions for authentication and authorization
(such as those depicted in Fig. 2) are key to developing secure
and privacy-aware services; guaranteeing an appropriate level
of assurance of authentication and that access control policies
are appropriately enforced are mandatory for empowering users
with the control of their personal data – one of the key tenets
underlying the GDPR.

Referring to remote management, the ITS infrastructure shall
be able to exclude misbehaving ITS-Ss from the CLM service,
eventually interacting with the underlying 3GPP network
infrastructure. In particular, there shall be security mechanisms
to detect and mitigate denial of service (DoS) attacks against
the CLM service at various levels: physical transmissions
(e.g., jamming), multi-hop (PC5) packet routing (e.g., jellyfish
attack), network topology (e.g., flooding attack), and application
(e.g., memory exhaustion).

Concerning misbehavior reporting, ITS-Ss shall be able to
report internal suspicious activities to the ITS infrastructure –
authentication already protects against external misbehaving
ITS-Ss. Presumed internal misbehaving ITS-Ss can be detected
by complementing techniques at different levels (e.g., network,
application) to combine factors which are independent of
a particular use case (e.g., reputation scores, entity-based
trust frameworks) with application-specific aspects to take
advantage of the semantic of exchanged messages (e.g., in
CLM, consistency and plausibility checks [5, §4] of a sequence
of messages).

Finally, about identity management all V2I communica-
tions regarding CLM services shall occur through pairwise-
authenticated and confidential channels. In V2V communica-
tions, the unlinkability of pseudonyms shall be guaranteed.
Confidentiality, instead, is not required, as messages are
broadcast [5, §4].

BSA Analysis

Functional Requirements: BSA has looser functional re-
quirements than CLM in terms of latency and reliability.
The emergency vehicles shall be authorized to broadcast
their presence through CAMs, and set an adequate priority
level to trigger support from regular ITS-Ss (e.g., by creating
an emergency corridor) and the ITS infrastructure (e.g., by
synchronizing traffic lights to create a ‘green’ wave).

Security Requirements: as for enrollment, since the target
area may be far ahead of the emergency vehicle, the BSA
service continuity across different administrative domains
should be ensured. As such, the enrollment of emergency
vehicle may involve different EAs. Trust establishment among
PKI certification authorities (CA) requires international coor-
dination and a proper management of CRLs. Moreover, on

9https://gdpr.eu/

PKI certificate management, the same considerations as CLM
services hold, for both regular and emergency vehicles.

Regarding authorization, only actual emergency vehicles
shall be able to obtain the “authorization to claim priority
rights for emergency vehicles” [5] depending on their priority
level. Therefore, an access control policy shall be devised
to allow for fine-grained priority levels by considering the
least privilege principle and avoiding privilege escalation
attacks. Also, messages broadcast by emergency vehicles shall
be protected against replay attacks (e.g., through timestamp,
sequence number, or location checks). Finally, we note that
emergency vehicles do not need pseudonyms.

With regard to accountability, as in the CLM case, data
shall be retained to enable later forensics. However, in BSA
we envision fewer privacy requirements, as it deals with public
safety services.

Referring to remote management, the ITS infrastructure shall
be able to block stolen or misbehaving emergency vehicles
from claiming priority rights.

Concerning misbehavior reporting, ITS-Ss shall be able to
report internal suspicious activities to the ITS infrastructure. In
particular, protection against message replay shall be ensured to
prevent unauthorized vehicles from claiming priority privileges.

Finally, about identity management in BSA, neither confi-
dentiality nor pseudonyms are needed.

VSSS Analysis

Functional Requirements: Depending on the context, VSSS
messages may have latency/reliability constraints as in CLM
(e.g., in case of road accident warnings) or as in BSA (e.g.,
adverse weather conditions warnings). When bad weather
conditions or hazards are detected by a vehicle or a RSU,
such ITS-Ss can notify nearby vehicles with a DENM. The
warning can be then forwarded to distant vehicles through the
ITS infrastructure (i.e., other RSUs preceding the dangerous
road stretch), the cellular network (via Uu links), or vehicles
exploiting multi-hop (PC5) routing.

Security Requirements: as for enrollment, similarly to BSA,
the dangerous area may be far ahead from the vehicle, thus
VSSS service continuity may involve multiple EA. The usual
recommendations on PKI certificate management are in force.

Regarding authorization, only vehicles proving to have the
necessary capabilities (e.g., cryptographic algorithms, sensors
equipment, and quality [5]) shall be allowed to participate in
the VSSS service. Since VSSS messages cannot be used for
tracking [5], one pseudonym is enough to preserve drivers’
privacy, with the advantage to prevent Sybil attacks [12].

With regard to accountability and remote management, as in
CLM and BSA, data shall be retained to enable later forensics
with the same privacy considerations and the ITS infrastructure
shall be able to exclude misbehaving ITS-Ss from the VSSS
service, respectively.

Concerning misbehavior reporting, an ITS-S shall be able
to report suspicious activities. Fake road hazards (e.g., fake ice
threat) could be detected by validating the data, asserting the
reputation of the sending vehicle, or having multiple vehicles
confirming the same road hazard.
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Finally, about identity management, while (at least one)
pseudonym is needed to preserve privacy, confidentiality is not
needed as VSSS messages are broadcast.

Interplay Between Functional and Security Requirements

Both functional and the identified security requirements of
the analyzed CCAM services (which are summarized in a
tabular format in Tab. II) aim at preserving and enhancing their
safety but with different objectives, thus their fulfillment should
be thoroughly balanced in order to avoid interference between
them. In the following, we will describe some situations in
which such an interference between functional and security
requirements yields negative impacts on safety.

Preserving the integrity of messages (security requirement)
exchanged by ITS-S involved in CLM and VSSS is crucial
for preventing potentially dramatic safety issues (e.g., due to
wrong maneuvering suggestions or an altered environmental
perception). On the other hand, given the typically low
computational capabilities of cars’ ECUs, robust and secure
cryptographic primitives used to protect messages may degrade
the system performance and break the strict latency constraint
(functional requirement), potentially leading to safety issues as
well (e.g., vehicle position is outdated by the time the message
is read). Therefore, the level of robustness of cryptographic
primitives needs to be carefully chosen. We note that attacks
to message integrity at the edge computing platforms are more
complex but not impossible, e.g., by exploiting the complexity
and possible subtle dependencies between the modules in
which the software runs. Also, deploying enrollment and
authorization services in a real-time and dynamic scenario
is a challenging task [14]. These services require several
cryptographic operations and V2N communication for the
validation of PKI certificates against CRLs. Ensuring a high
level of security may again affect the latency, with negative
impacts on safety.

Beside overall integrity, also the content of the messages
should be checked to prevent an internal attacker from spreading
fake information. In VSSS, vehicles are notified of road
hazards through DENMs. The content of these messages
can be validated through reputation or trust scores [15]. A
simple solution is to aggregate DENMs from different vehicles
and compare their content to ensure consistency (security
requirement). For instance, we could assume that at least two
DENMs are required to validate the presence of a road hazard.
However, waiting for the second DENM may delay vehicles’
reaction like steering or breaking (functional requirement),
affecting safety again. Thus, the trust threshold needs to be
carefully chosen, e.g., as a function of the current traffic
condition. Nonetheless, we note that a misbehaving ITS-S
could exploit the (several) pseudonyms provided by the AA
to subvert the correct information through a Sybil attack. On
the other hand, a scant supply of pseudonyms could lead to
potential privacy issues [12].

Another example is that of scalability, which, as a functional
requirement, fosters decentralized approaches like, e.g., in CLM.
Nonetheless, this has a negative effect on security, since there
is no central entity with global state awareness that can become

aware of misbehaving vehicles (security requirement) that can
alter other vehicles awareness and impact safety.

The dependability of the edge computing platforms should
also be taken into account. Even modest attempts to perform
a DoS attack may have dramatic consequences on safety due
to the strict latency requirements of the examined CCAM
services. The deployment of redundant instances of a CCAM
service may mitigate the impact of a Memory Exhaustion attack
(security requirement) at the expenses of reducing virtualization
resources available for other services (functional requirement).

As a final remark, we note that safety fallback mechanisms
should be devised and deployed to avoid the worst-case scenario.
Each service should have a fail-safe design so that ITS-Ss can
adjust their functional characteristics to the new situation and
fall back to secure states. For instance, the CLM service is very
sensible to attacks to messages integrity or availability, thus
it is advisable to implement fallback mechanisms to ensure
drivers’ safety even under adverse conditions (e.g., attacks or
communication errors). Let us think at a DoS attack to the
centralized CLM service, which prevents the edge server from
generating maneuvering indications. The vehicles themselves
could issue a warning to their driver and provide the safest
advice based on the current context (e.g., slow down, do not
merge).

CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we surveyed the ongoing regulation and
standardization activities aimed at specifying the security
procedures for vehicle cybersecurity. Moreover, we performed
a security assessment of three safety-related CCAM services
under study in the UE-funded project 5G-CARMEN, focusing
on the interplay between functional and security requirements.
The discussions provided in this work are beneficial, e.g., to
the Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) mandated by
Art. 35 of the GDPR. Indeed, stakeholders (in particular, data
controllers) must evaluate the likelihood and impact of privacy
risks on the rights and freedom of data subjects; in the context
of certain CCAM services such as the CLM, safety is one of
the most important rights.
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TABLE I
LIST OF ETSI ITS COMMUNICATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT SERVICES CATEGORIES [5, TAB. 4], WITH ADDITIONAL FEATURES PROVIDED BY C-V2X

RADIO ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES [9] AND VEHICULAR DATA PROCESSING INFRASTRUCTURE [11].

SERVICE CATEGORY DESCRIPTION AND FUNDAMENTAL FEATURES ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Enrollment Management of enrollment credentials through reference point
S3. An ITS-S shall request enrollment credentials to the EA
such that it can be trusted to function correctly by another
ITS-S.
Fundamental features:
• establishment of enrollment trust via secure handling and

storage of cryptographic keys (PKI certificates) at the ITS-S
• enrollment trust management based on certificate provision-

ing by the EA

• The EPS/5GS shall support information authenticity between
the UE and the EPS/5GS

• Appropriate traffic protection measures should be provided
by the EPS/5GS

• The EPS/5GS shall ensure that no unauthorized user can
obtain a legitimate IP address that can be used to establish
communication or enable malicious attacks on EPS/5GS
entities

Authorization Management of authorization tickets through reference points
S4 and S2. An enrolled ITS-S shall request authorization tickets
to the AA to get specific permissions (e.g., to access to a
specific service/resource).
Fundamental features:
• trust management of the authorization tickets based on

certificate provisioning and privacy management based on
pseudonyms provisioning by the AA

• privacy management of the authorization tickets based on
pseudonyms provisioning by the AA

• access control policies

• The 3GPP network shall provide a means for the MNO to
authorize a UE supporting V2X application to perform V2X
communication when served by E-UTRAN supporting V2X
communication

• The 3GPP network shall provide a means (e.g., pre-
authorization) for the MNO to authorize a UE supporting
V2X application to perform V2X communication when not
served by E-UTRAN supporting V2X communication

• The 3GPP network shall provide a means for the MNO
to authorize UEs supporting V2X application separately to
perform V2N communication

• The 3GPP system shall support integrity protection of the
transmission for a V2X application

• The MEC platform shall only provide a MEC application
with the information for which the application is authorized

Accountability Records incoming/outgoing messages such that the ITS-S can
be held accountable. • The EPS shall be able to store information of third-party

applications necessary for performing security and charging
functions

• The 5GS shall support a secure mechanism to store cached
data

• Implement measures for meeting the NFV retained data
problem set (secure logging, access control, post-incident
analysis)

Remote management Enable the ITS infrastructure to remotely manage a misbehav-
ing ITS station, e.g., by remotely activating/deactivating the
transmission of messages on a specific ITS station.

• Subject to regional or national regulatory requirements, the
5GS shall support a secure mechanism for allowing an
authorized entity to disable from normal operation of a UE
reported as stolen

Misbehavior reporting Enable an ITS-S to report a suspicious activity (e.g., a
misbehaving ITS-S) to the ITS infrastructure. • Subject to regional or national regulatory requirements, the

5GS shall support mechanisms to detect tampering and
spoofing attempts on the production of the user location
information and the user position-related data

Identity management Provide services supporting the simultaneous change of com-
munication identifiers, i.e., station ID (facility layer), network
ID (network/transport layer), and MAC address (access layer),
and credentials used for secure communications, within the
ITS-S. Provides features allowing the disabling of ID change.
Fundamental features:
• communication privacy management, entailing anonim-

ity/pseudonimity, unlinkability/unobservability
• assurance of transmitted information confidentiality

• The EPS/5GS shall provide several appropriate levels of user
privacy including communication confidentiality, location
privacy, and identity protection

• Subject to regional regulatory requirements and/or operator
policy for a V2X application, the 3GPP system shall support
pseudonymity and privacy of a UE using the V2X application,
by ensuring that a UE identity cannot be tracked or identified
by any other UE beyond a certain short time-period required
by the V2X application

• Subject to regional regulatory requirements and/or operator
policy for a V2V/V2I application, the 3GPP system shall
support pseudonymity and privacy of a UE in the use of a
V2V/V2I application, such that no single party (operator or
third party) can track a UE identity in that region
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TABLE II
MAPPING BETWEEN ETSI ITS COMMUNICATION SECURITY SERVICE CATEGORIES AND SAFETY-RELATED 5G-CARMEN CCAM SERVICES.

SECURITY
SERVICE

CLM BSA VSSS

Enrollment

Secure storage of cryptographic
material at the ITS-S

yes yes yes

Enrollment checked against
CRLs

yes yes yes

Management of enrollment cre-
dentials across (trusted) admin-
istrative domains

no need yes yes

Security Properties integrity, privacy integrity integrity, privacy

Authorization

Vehicle Authorization Advanced CAM authoriza-
tion [5]

Authorization to claim priority
rights for emergency vehicles [5]

Basic CAM authorization [5]

Access Control Based on ITS-S location and
capabilities [5]

Based on priority levels (least
privilege principle)

Based on ITS-S capabilities
(e.g., cryptographic algorithms,
sensors equipment and qual-
ity [5])

Pseudonyms (balanced) provisioning [12] no need provisioning limited to one
pseudonym [5]

Security Properties confidentiality, integrity,
safety

integrity confidentiality, integrity

Accountability

ITS-Ss and MEC platforms shall
store logs (e.g., received mes-
sages) to enable forensics.

yes yes yes

Relevant authorities only
shall be capable of linking a
pseudonym to a vehicle in case
of necessity [12].

yes no need (no pseudonyms to
solve)

yes

Consideration of GDPR, Data
Minimization principle and pol-
icy on data retention [13, § 4].

yes no need (no personal or sensitive
data)

yes

Security Properties availability, integrity availability, integrity availability, integrity

Remote
Management

The ITS infrastructure shall be
able to

exclude misbehaving ITS-S
from the service.

block stolen or misbehaving
emergency vehicles from claim-
ing priority rights.

exclude misbehaving ITS-S
from the service.

The ITS infrastructure shall be
able to revoke PKI certificates
of misbehaving ITS-S through
CRLs.

yes yes yes

Security Properties integrity, safety integrity, safety integrity, safety

Misbehaviour
Reporting

ITS-Ss shall be able to report
internal suspicious activities to
the ITS infrastructure (e.g., fake
messages or data tampering).

yes yes yes

Service misuse protection Too many CLM requests from
a vehicle shall be reported.

Messages broadcast by emer-
gency vehicles shall be protected
against replay attacks.

Too many CLM requests from
a vehicle shall be reported.

Security Properties integrity, safety integrity, safety integrity, safety

Identity
Management

Communication confidentiality All V2I communications happen
through pairwise-authenticated
and confidential channels.

The V2I communication be-
tween the emergency vehi-
cle and the ITS infrastruc-
ture happens through pairwise-
authenticated and confidential
channels. Then, confidentiality
is not required for broadcast
messages [5, §4].

Confidentiality is not required
for broadcast messages [5, §4].

Privacy The ITS infrastructure shall sup-
port the simultaneous change of
communication identifiers.

No need One pseudonym shall be used to
preserve privacy.

Security Properties confidentiality, privacy none – Neither confidentiality
nor pseudonyms are needed.

privacy


